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Abstract: 

Financial services that surround money have been around for centuries and their effects on the world 
are undeniable. But all these services had been centralized in the hands of big financial institutions since 
the beginning. For anyone familiar with Bitcoin, Blockchains, and Decentralized Ledgers, the advantages 
of decentralization could not be more obvious. Thanks to Decentralized Ledger Technology (DLT), we can 
create fully functional censorship-resistance completely decentralized systems that are superior in term 

of security, technology, and reliability to the traditional centralized systems. Bitcoin has been a perfect 
example that shows what decentralized money can offer to the world. But money, specifically sending 
and receiving money, is not the only implementation that Blockchain allows, every financial product or 
service that was once built in the traditional centralized financial ecosystem (CeFi) can now be built on 
top of the decentralized financial ecosystem (DeFi). The Eureka Blockchain is perfectly suited for such 

implementations due to its unique set of characteristics that make it an optimized hybrid mix of Bitcoin 
and Eureka with the added advantages of strong scalability and decentralization thanks to features 

such as PoS and the other state of the art components of the Eureka Network. ImpulsX Token (IPX) is 
the native token of the ImpulsX DeFi ecosystem which is designed to serve as a hub for the various DeFi 
implementations that the Eureka Blockchain allows. The IPX Ecosystem is fully autonomous, decentral-
ized, and self-governed by a network of independent nodes. This first draft of the IPX ecosystem and its 

protocols gives a brief technical description of the endless DeFi possibilities that the state-of-the-art 
technology of the Eureka blockchain can offer.
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The IPX Protocol :

The ImpulsX Protocol allows users to generate Stablecoins such as XUSD by leveraging collateral assets approved by “ImpulsX 
Governance.” ImpulsX Governance is the community organized and operated process of managing the various aspects of the 
ImpulsX Protocol. XUSD is a decentralized collateral-backed cryptocurrency pegged to the US Dollar. XUSD is resistant to hyperin-
flation due to its low volatility.

About The ImpulsX DeFi Ecosystem:

The ImpulsX Ecosystem is an open-source project on the Eureka blockchain. The project is managed by nodes around the world 
who hold its governance token, IPX. Through a system of scientific governance involving Executive Voting and Governance Poll-
ing, IPX holders manage the ImpulsX Protocol and the financial risks of XUSD to ensure its stability, transparency, and efficiency. 
IPX voting weight is proportional to the amount of IPX a voter stakes in the voting contract, which means the more IPX tokens 
locked in the contract, the greater the voter’s decision-making power.

About the ImpulsX Protocol:

The ImpulsX Protocol, built on the Eureka blockchain, enables users to create currency. Current elements of the ImpulsX Protocol 
are the XUSD stablecoin, ImpulsX Collateral Vaults, Oracles, and Voting. The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem governs the 
ImpulsX Protocol by deciding on key parameters (e.g., stability fees, collateral types/rates, etc.) through the voting power of IPX 
holders.

The ImpulsX Protocol, the main DeFi Ecosystem on the Eureka blockchain, is the decentralized finance (DeFi) application that is 
financially backed by the Eureka Foundation.

About the ImpulsX Foundation:

The ImpulsX Foundation, which is part of the global ImpulsX community, built and launched the ImpulsX Protocol in a partnership 
with the Eureka Foundation and Polaris Universal. It is currently working with the The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem commu-
nity to bootstrap decentralized governance of the project and drive it toward complete decentralization.

Introduction To The ImplusX Decentralized Ecosystem:

The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem project operates with developers around the world working together on the implementa-
tions of code, architecture, and documentation. This white paper describes how anyone could generate XUSD using the ImpulsX 
system by leveraging Eureka (ERK) as collateral through unique smart contracts known as Collateralized Debt Positions (CDPs). 
The ImpulsX Ecosystem can support multiple collateral asset types in addition to ERK.
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The XUSD Stablecoin System accepts as collateral any Eureka-based asset that has been approved by IPX holders, who also vote 
on corresponding Risk Parameters for each collateral asset. Voting is a critical component of the ImpulsX decentralized govern-
ance process.

Multi-Collateral XUSD:

Blockchain technology provides an unprecedented opportunity to ease the public’s growing frustration with, and distrust of, dys-
functional centralized financial systems. By distributing data across a network of computers, the technology allows any group of 
individuals to embrace transparency rather than centralized control. The result is an unbiased, transparent, and highly efficient 
permission-less system that can improve current global financial and monetary structures and better serve the public good.

Bitcoin was created with this goal in mind. But, while Bitcoin succeeds as a cryptocurrency on many levels, it is not ideal as a 
medium of exchange in the current global financial paradigm because its fixed supply and speculative nature results in volatility, 
which prevents it from proliferating as mainstream money in the current world economy.

The XUSD stablecoin, on the other hand, succeeds where Bitcoin fails precisely because XUSD is designed to minimize price 
volatility. A decentralized, unbiased, collateral-backed cryptocurrency that is soft-pegged to the US Dollar, the value proposition 
of XUSD lies in its stability vis à vis the current world reserve currency.

Since the release of stablecoins in the crypto space, their user adoption has risen dramatically, and it has become a building 
block for decentralized applications that help expand the DeFi (decentralized finance) movement. XUSD is part of a wider indus-
try movement for stablecoins, which are cryptocurrencies designed to maintain price value and function like current forms of 
mainstream money.

An Overview of the ImpulsX Protocol and Its Features:

The ImpulsX Protocol:

The ImpulsX Protocol is one of the largest dapps on the Eureka blockchain. Designed by a group of contributors, including de-
velopers within the ImpulsX Foundation, its outside partners, and other persons and entities, it is the first decentralized finance 
(DeFi) application on top of the Decentralized Eureka Network.

The ImpulsX Protocol is managed by people around the world who hold its governance token, IPX. Through a system of scientific 
governance involving Executive Voting and Governance Polling, IPX
holders govern the Protocol and the financial risks of XUSD to ensure its stability, transparency, and efficiency. One IPX token 
locked in a voting contract equals one vote.

The XUSD Stablecoin:
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The XUSD stablecoin is a decentralized, unbiased, collateral-backed cryptocurrency soft-pegged to the US Dollar. XUSD is held in 
cryptocurrency wallets or within platforms and exchanges such as EurekaX, and it is supported on Eureka and other compatible 
blockchains.
XUSD is easy to generate, access, and use. Users generate XUSD by depositing collateral assets into ImpulsX Vaults within the Im-
pulsX Protocol. This is how XUSD is entered into circulation and how users gain access to liquidity. Others obtain XUSD by buying it 
from brokers or exchanges, or simply by receiving it as a means of payment.

Once generated, bought, or received, XUSD can be used in the same manner as any other cryptocurrency: it can be sent to 
others, used as payments for goods and services, and even held as savings through a feature of the ImpulsX Protocol called the 
XUSD Savings Rate (DSR).
Every XUSD in circulation is directly backed by excess collateral, meaning that the value of the collateral is higher than the value 
of the XUSD debt, and all XUSD transactions are publicly viewable on the Eureka blockchain.

What Properties of XUSD Function Similarly to Money?

Generally, money has four functions:

A store of value
A medium of exchange
A unit of account
A standard of deferred payment
XUSD has properties and use cases designed to serve these functions.
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XUSD as a Store of Value

A store of value is an asset that keeps its value without significant depreciation over time. Because XUSD is a stablecoin, it is 
designed to function as a store of value vis à vis USD even in a volatile market.

XUSD as a Medium of Exchange
A medium of exchange is anything that represents a standard of value and is used to facilitate the sale, purchase, or exchange 
(trade) of goods or services. The XUSD stablecoin is designed to be used around the world for all types of transactional purposes.

XUSD as a Unit of Account

A unit of account is a standardized measurement of value used to price goods and services (like USD & EUR). Currently, XUSD 
has a target price of 1USD (1 XUSD = 1 USD). While XUSD is not used as a standard measurement of value in the off-chain world, it 
functions as a unit of account within the ImpulsX Protocol and some blockchain dapps, whereby ImpulsX Protocol accounting or 
pricing of dapp services is in XUSD rather than fiat currencies like USD.
XUSD as a Standard of Deferred Payment

XUSD is used to settle debts within the ImpulsX Protocol as well as paying the stability fee and closing Vaults. This benefit sepa-
rates XUSD from other stablecoins.

Collateral Assets:

XUSD is generated, backed, and kept stable through collateral assets that are deposited into ImpulsX Vaults on the ImpulsX 
Protocol. A collateral asset is a digital asset that IPX holders have voted to accept into the Protocol.

To generate XUSD, the ImpulsX Protocol accepts as collateral any Eureka-based asset that has been approved by IPX holders. IPX 
holders must also approve specific, corresponding Risk Parameters for each accepted collateral (for instance more stable assets 
might get more lenient Risk Parameters, while more risky assets could get stricter Risk Parameters). These and other decisions 
of IPX holders are made through the ImpulsX decentralized governance process.

ImpulsX Vaults:

All accepted collateral assets can be leveraged to generate XUSD in the ImpulsX Protocol through smart contracts called ImpulsX 
Vaults. Users can access the ImpulsX Protocol and create Vaults through different user interfaces (i.e., network access portals). 
Creating a Vault is not complicated, and generating XUSD creates an obligation to repay the XUSD, along with a Stability Fee, in 
order to withdraw the collateral leveraged and locked inside a Vault.

Vaults are inherently non-custodial: Users interact with Vaults and the ImpulsX Protocol directly, and each user has complete and 
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independent control over their deposited collateral as long the value of that collateral doesn’t fall below the required minimum 
level which is the Liquidation Ratio.

Interacting with a ImpulsX Vault:

Step 1: Create and Collateralize a Vault

A user creates a Vault via one of the availabe portal or a community-created interface, by funding it with a specific type and 
amount of collateral that will be used to generate XUSD. Once funded, a Vault is considered collateralized.

Step 2: Generate XUSD from the Collateralized Vault

The Vault owner initiates a transaction, and then confirms it in her cryptocurrency wallet in order to generate a specific amount 
of XUSD in exchange for keeping her collateral locked in the Vault.

Step 3: Pay Down the Debt and the Stability Fee

To retrieve a portion or all of the collateral, a Vault owner must pay down or completely pay back the XUSD they generated, plus 
the Stability Fee that continuously accrues on the XUSD outstanding. The Stability Fee can only be paid in XUSD.
Step 4: Withdraw Collateral

With the XUSD returned and the Stability Fee paid, the Vault owner can withdraw all or some of her collateral back to her wallet. 
Once all XUSD is completely returned and all collateral is retrieved, the Vault remains empty until the owner chooses to make 
another deposit.

Importantly, each collateral asset deposited requires its own Vault. So, some users will own multiple Vaults with different types 
of collateral and levels of collateralization.
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Liquidation of Risky ImpulsX Vaults:

To ensure there is always enough collateral in the ImpulsX Protocol to cover the value of all outstanding debt (the amount of 
XUSD outstanding valued at the Target Price), any ImpulsX Vault deemed too risky (according to parameters established by 
ImpulsX Governance) is liquidated through automated ImpulsX Protocol auctions. The Protocol makes the determination after 
comparing the Liquidation Ratio to the current collateral-to-debt ratio of a Vault. Each Vault type has its own Liquidation Ratio, 
and each ratio is determined by IPX voters based on the risk profile of the particular collateral asset type.

ImpulsX Protocol Auctions:

The auction mechanisms of the ImpulsX Protocol enable the system to liquidate Vaults even when price information for the 
collateral is unavailable. At the point of liquidation, the ImpulsX Protocol takes the liquidated Vault collateral and subsequently 
sells it using an internal market-based auction mechanism. This is a Collateral Auction.

The XUSD received from the Collateral Auction is used to cover the Vault’s outstanding obligations, including payment of the 
Liquidation Penalty fee set by IPX voters for that specific Vault collateral type.

If enough XUSD is bid in the Collateral Auction to fully cover the Vault obligations plus the Liquidation Penalty, that auction 
converts to a Reverse Collateral Auction in an attempt to sell as little collateral as possible. Any leftover collateral is returned to 
the original Vault owner.

If the Collateral Auction does not raise enough XUSD to cover the Vault’s outstanding obligation, the deficit is converted into 
Protocol debt. Protocol debt is covered by the XUSD in the ImpulsX Buffer. If there is not enough XUSD in the Buffer, the Protocol 
triggers a Debt Auction. During a Debt Auction, IPX is minted by the system (increasing the amount of IPX in circulation), and then 
sold to bidders for XUSD.

XUSD proceeds from the Collateral Auction go into the ImpulsX Buffer, which serves as a buffer against an increase of IPX overall 
supply that could result from future uncovered Collateral Auctions and the accrual of the XUSD Savings Rate.

If XUSD proceeds from auctions and Stability Fee payments exceed the ImpulsX Buffer limit (a number set by ImpulsX Govern-
ance), they are sold through a Surplus Auction. During a Surplus Auction, bidders compete by bidding increasing amounts of IPX 
to receive a fixed amount of XUSD. Once the Surplus Auction has ended, the ImpulsX Protocol autonomously destroys the IPX 
collected, thereby reducing the total IPX supply.

Key External Actors:

In addition to its smart contract infrastructure, the ImpulsX Protocol involves groups of external actors to maintain operations: 
Keepers, Oracles, and Global Settlers (Emergency Oracles), and ImpulsX community members. Keepers take advantage of the 
economic incentives presented by the Protocol; Oracles and Global Settlers are external actors with special permissions in the 
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system assigned to them by IPX voters; and ImpulsX community members are individuals and organizations that provide servic-
es.

Keepers:

A Keeper is an independent (usually automated) actor that is incentivized by arbitrage opportunities to provide liquidity in 
various aspects of a decentralized system. In the ImpulsX Protocol, Keepers are market participants that help XUSD maintain 
its Target Price (1 USD): they sell XUSD when the market price is above the Target Price and buy XUSD when the market price is 
below the Target Price. Keepers participate in Surplus Auctions, Debt Auctions, and Collateral Auctions when ImpulsX Vaults are 
liquidated.

Price Oracles:

The ImpulsX Protocol requires real-time information about the market price of the collateral assets in ImpulsX Vaults in order to 
know when to trigger Liquidations.

The Protocol derives its internal collateral prices from a decentralized Oracle infrastructure that consists of a broad set of 
individual nodes called Oracle Feeds. IPX voters choose a set of trusted Feeds to deliver price information to the system through 
Eureka transactions. They also control how many Feeds are in the set.

To protect the system from an attacker attempting to gain control of a majority of the Oracles, the ImpulsX Protocol receives 
price inputs through the Oracle Security Module (OSM), not from the Oracles directly. The OSM, which is a layer of defense 
between the Oracles and the Protocol, delays a price for one hour, allowing Emergency Oracles or a ImpulsX Governance vote 
to freeze an Oracle if it is compromised. Decisions regarding Emergency Oracles and the price delay duration are made by IPX 
holders.

Emergency Oracles:

Emergency Oracles are selected by IPX voters and act as a last line of defense against an attack on the governance process or 
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on other Oracles. Emergency Oracles are able to freeze individual Oracles to mitigate the risk of a large number of users trying 
to withdraw their assets from the ImpulsX Protocol in a short period of time, as they have the authority to unilaterally trigger an 
Emergency Shutdown.

The XUSD Savings Rate

The XUSD Savings Rate allows any XUSD holder to earn savings automatically and natively by locking their XUSD into the Savings 
contract in the ImpulsX Protocol. It can be accessed via various gateways into the ImpulsX Protocol. Users are not required to 
deposit a minimum amount to earn, and they can withdraw any or all of their XUSD from the Savings contract at any time.
The Savings contract is a global system parameter that determines the amount XUSD holders earn on their savings over time. 
When the market price of XUSD deviates from the Target Price due to changing market dynamics, IPX holders can mitigate the 
price instability by voting to modify the Savings contract accordingly.

Governance of the ImpulsX Protocol:

Use of the IPX Token in ImpulsX Governance:

The IPX token—the governance token of the ImpulsX Protocol—allows those who hold it to vote on changes to the ImpulsX Proto-
col. Note that anyone, not only IPX holders, can submit proposals for an IPX vote.

Any voter-approved modifications to the governance variables of the Protocol will likely not take effect immediately in the 
future; rather, they could be delayed by as much as 24 hours if voters choose to activate the Governance Security Feature. The 
delay would give IPX holders the opportunity to protect the system, if necessary, against a malicious governance proposal (like 
for example a proposal that alters collateral parameters contrary to established monetary policies or that allows for security 
mechanisms to be disabled) by triggering a Shutdown.
Polling and Executive Voting:

In practice, the ImpulsX Governance process includes proposal polling and Executive Voting. Proposal polling is conducted to 
establish a rough consensus of community sentiment before any Executive Votes are cast. This helps to ensure that governance 
decisions are considered thoroughly and reached by consensus prior to the voting process itself. Executive Voting is held to 
approve (or not) changes to the state of the system. An example of an Executive Vote could be a vote to ratify Risk Parameters 
for a newly accepted collateral type.

At a technical level, smart contracts manage each type of vote. A Proposal Contract is a smart contract with one or more valid 
governance actions programmed into it. It can only be executed once. When executed, it immediately applies its changes to the 
internal governance variables of the ImpulsX Protocol. After execution, the Proposal Contract cannot be reused.

Any Eureka Address can deploy valid Proposal Contracts. IPX token holders can then cast approval votes for the proposal that 
they want to elect as the Active Proposal. The Eureka address that has the highest number of approval votes is elected as the 
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Active Proposal. The Active Proposal is empowered to gain administrative 
access to the internal governance variables of the ImpulsX Protocol, and 
then modify them.
The IPX Token’s Role in Recapitalization:

In addition to its role in ImpulsX Governance, the IPX token has a comple-
mentary role as the recapitalization resource of the ImpulsX Protocol. If the 
system debt exceeds the surplus, the IPX

token supply may increase through a Debt Auction to recapitalize the 
system. This risk inclines IPX holders to align and responsibly govern the 
ImpulsX ecosystem to avoid excessive risk-taking.

IPX Holder Responsibilities:

IPX holders can vote to do the following:

Add a new collateral asset type with a unique set of Risk Parameters.

Change the Risk Parameters of one or more existing collateral asset types or add new Risk Parameters to one or more existing 
collateral asset types.

Modify the XUSD Savings Rate.
Choose the set of Oracle Feeds.
Choose the set of Emergency Oracles.
Trigger Emergency Shutdown.
Upgrade the system.

IPX holders can also allocate funds from the ImpulsX Buffer to pay for various infrastructure needs and services, including 
Oracle infrastructure and collateral risk management research. The funds in the ImpulsX Buffer are revenues from Stability Fees, 
Liquidation Fees, and other income streams.

The governance mechanism of the ImpulsX Protocol is designed to be as flexible as possible, and upgradeable. When the system 
matures under the guidance of the community, more advanced forms of Proposal Contracts could, in theory, be used, including 
Proposal Contracts that are bundled. For example, one proposal contract may contain both an adjustment of a Stability Fee and 
an adjustment of the Savings contract. 

Such revisions will remain for IPX holders to decide.
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Risk Parameters Controlled by ImpulsX Governance:

Each ImpulsX Vault type has its own unique set of Risk Parameters that enforce usage. The parameters are determined based on 
the risk profile of the collateral and they are directly controlled by IPX holders through voting.

The Key Risk Parameters for ImpulsX Vaults are:

Debt Ceiling: A Debt Ceiling is the maximum amount of debt that can be created by a single collateral type. ImpulsX Governance 
assigns every collateral type a Debt Ceiling, which is used to ensure sufficient diversification of the ImpulsX Protocol collateral 
portfolio. Once a collateral type has reached its Debt Ceiling, it becomes impossible to create more debt unless some existing 
users pay back all or a portion of their Vault debt.
Stability Fee: The Stability Fee is an annual percentage yield calculated on top of how much XUSD has been generated against a 
Vault’s collateral. The fee is paid in XUSD only, and then sent into the ImpulsX Buffer.

Liquidation Ratio: A low Liquidation Ratio means ImpulsX Governance expects low price volatility of the collateral; a high Liquida-
tion Ratio means high volatility is expected.

Liquidation Penalty: The Liquidation Penalty is a fee added to a Vault’s total generated XUSD when a Liquidation occurs. The 
Liquidation Penalty is used to encourage Vault owners to keep appropriate collateral levels.

Collateral Auction Duration: The maximum duration of Collateral auctions is specific to ImpulsX Vaults. Debt and Surplus auction 
durations are global system parameters.

Auction Bid Duration: Amount of time before an individual bid expires and closes the auction.

Auction Step Size: This Risk Parameter exists to incentivize early bidders in auctions and prevent abuse by bidding a tiny amount 
above an existing bid.

Risk and Mitigation Responsibilities of Governance:

The successful operation of the ImpulsX Protocol depends on ImpulsX Governance taking necessary steps to mitigate risks.

The Future of the ImpulsX Protocol: Increased Adoption and Full Decentralization

Addressable Market:

A cryptocurrency with price stability serves as an important medium of exchange for many decentralized applications. As 
such, the potential market for XUSD is at least as large as the entire decentralized blockchain industry. But the promise of XUSD 
extends well beyond that into other industries.
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The following is a non-exhaustive list of current and immediate markets for the XUSD stablecoin:

Working capital, hedging, and collateralized leverage. ImpulsX Vaults allow for permission-less trading by users, who can use the 
XUSD generated against Vault collateral for working capital. Vault owners can use their XUSD to buy additional ERK (same asset 
as their collateral), thereby creating a leveraged but fully collateralized position.

Merchant receipts, cross-border transactions, and remittances. Foreign exchange volatility mitigation and a lack of intermediar-
ies mean the transaction costs of international trade are significantly reduced when using XUSD.

Charities and NGOs when using transparent distributed ledger technology.

Gaming. For blockchain game developers, XUSD is the currency of choice. With XUSD, game developers integrate not only a 
currency, but also an entire economy. The composability of XUSD allows games to create new player behavior schemes based 
around decentralized finance.
Prediction markets. Using a volatile cryptocurrency when making an unrelated prediction only increases one’s risk when placing 
the bet. Long-term bets become especially infeasible if the bettor must also gamble on the future price of the volatile asset 
used to place the bet. That said, in the current global macro economy the XUSD stablecoin would be a natural choice for use in 
prediction markets.
Asset Expansion:

Should IPX holders approve new assets as collateral, those assets will be subject to the same risk requirements, parameters, and 
safety measures as XUSD (e.g., Liquidation Ratios, Stability Fees, Savings Rates, Debt Ceilings, etc.).

Evolving Oracles:

The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem runs reliable Oracles on the Eureka blockchain. As a result, many decentralized applica-
tions can use The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem Oracles to ensure the security of their systems and to provide up-to-date 
price data in a robust manner. This confidence in The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem and the ImpulsX Protocol means that 
ImpulsX Governance can expand the core Oracle infrastructure service to better suit the needs of decentralized applications.

XUSD Takeaways:

The ImpulsX Protocol allows users to generate XUSD, a stable store of value that lives entirely on the blockchain. XUSD is a 
decentralized stablecoin that is not issued or administered by any centralized actor or trusted intermediary or counterparty. It is 
unbiased and borderless —available to anyone, anywhere.

All XUSD is backed by a surplus of collateral that has been individually escrowed into audited and publicly viewable Eureka smart 
contracts. Anyone with an internet connection can monitor the health of the system anytime using any of the available bock 
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explorers.
With many partnerships already in place and having one of the strongest developer communities in the cryptocurrency space 
while also having all the financial backing that is needed for development, The ImpulsX Decentralized Ecosystem is a powerful 
engine of the decentralized finance (DeFi) movement. ImpulsX is unlocking the power of the blockchain to deliver on the promise 
of economic empowerment today.

Eurekaswap:

Introduction:

EurekaSwap is an on-chain system of smart contracts on the Eureka blockchain, implementing an automated liquidity protocol 
based on a “constant product formula”.

Each EurekaSwap pair stores pooled reserves of two assets, and provides liquidity for those two assets, maintaining the 
invariant that the product of the reserves cannot decrease. Traders pay a 30-basis-point fee on trades, which goes to liquidity 
providers.

EurekaSwap enables the creation of arbitrary ERC20/ERC20 pairs. It also provides a hardened price oracle that accumulates 
the relative price of the two assets at the beginning of each block. This allows other contracts on Eureka to estimate the 
time-weighted average price for the two assets over arbitrary intervals. Finally, it enables “flash swaps” where users can receive 
assets freely and use them elsewhere on the chain, only paying for (or returning) those assets at the end of the transaction. 
While the contract is not generally upgradeable, there is a private key that can update a variable on the factory contract to turn 
on an on-chain 5-basis-point fee on trades. This fee will initially be turned off, but could be turned on in the future, after which 
liquidity providers would earn 25 basis points on every trade, rather than 30 basis points.
ERC-20 pairs:

EurekaSwap allows liquidity providers to create pair contracts for any two ERC-20s. A proliferation of pairs between arbitrary 
ERC-20s could make it somewhat more difficult to find the best path to trade a particular pair, but routing can be handled at a 
higher layer (either off-chain or through an on-chain router or aggregator).

Price oracle:

The marginal price offered by EurekaSwap (not including fees) at time (t) can be computed by dividing the reserves of asset a by 
the reserves of asset b.

Price (t) = Reserves of a (t) / Reserves of b (t)

Since arbitrageurs will trade with EurekaSwap if this price is incorrect (by enough to make up for the fee), the price offered by 
EurekaSwap tends to track the relative market price of the assets. This means it can be used as an approximate price oracle. 
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EurekaSwap measures and records the price before the first trade of each block (or equivalently, after the last trade of the 
previous block). This price is more difficult to manipulate than prices during a block. If the attacker submits a transaction that 
attempts to manipulate the price at the end of a block, some other arbitrageur may be able to submit another transaction to 
trade back immediately afterward in the same block. A staker (or an attacker who uses enough gas to fill an entire block) could 
manipulate the price at the end of a block, but unless they mine the next block as well, they may not have a particular advantage 
in arbitraging the trade back.

Specifically, EurekaSwap accumulates this price, by keeping track of the cumulative sum of prices at the beginning of each block 
in which someone interacts with the contract. Each price is weighted by the amount of time that has passed since the last block 
in which it was updated, according to the block timestamp. This means that the accumulator value at any given time (after being 
updated) should be the sum of the spot price at each second in the history of the contract. To estimate the time-weighted av-
erage price from time t1 to t2, an external caller can checkpoint the accumulator’s value at t1 and then again at t2, subtract the 
first value from the second, and divide by the number of seconds elapsed. (Note that the contract itself does not store historical 
values for this accumulator, the caller must call the contract at the beginning of the period to read and store this value). Users 
of the oracle can choose when to start and end this period. Choosing a longer period makes it more expensive for an attacker to 
manipulate the system, although it results in a less up-to-date price.

Precision:

Because Solidity does not have first-class support for non-integer numeric data types, the EurekaSwap uses a simple binary 
fixed point format to encode and manipulate prices. Specifically, prices at a given moment are stored as UQ112.112 numbers, 
meaning that 112 fractional bits of precision are specified on either side of the decimal point, with no sign. The UQ112.112 format 
was chosen for a pragmatic reason — because these numbers can be stored in a uint224, this leaves 32 bits of a 256 bit storage 
slot free. It also happens that the reserves, each stored in a uint112, also leave 32 bits free in a (packed) 256 bit storage slot. 
These free spaces are used for the accumulation process described above. Specifically, the reserves are stored alongside the 
timestamp of the most recent block with at least one trade, tweaked so that it fits into 32 bits. Additionally, although the price at 
any given moment (stored as a UQ112.112 number) is guaranteed to fit in 224 bits, the accumulation of this price over an interval 
is not. The extra 32 bits on the end of the storage slots for the accumulated price of A/B and B/A are used to store overflow bits 
resulting from repeated summations of prices.

Flash Swaps:

In EurekaSwap, a user purchasing ABC with XYZ needs to send the XYZ to the contract before they could receive the ABC. This is 
inconvenient if that user needs the ABC they are buying in order to obtain the XYZ they are paying with. For example, the user 
might be using that ABC to purchase XYZ in some other contract in order to arbitrage a price difference from EurekaSwap, or 
they could be unwinding a position on ImpulsX by selling the collateral to repay EurekaSwap. EurekaSwap adds a new feature 
that allows a user to receive and use an asset before paying for it, as long as they make the payment within the same atomic 
transaction. The swap function makes a call to an optional user-specified callback contract in between transferring out the 
tokens requested by the user and enforcing the invariant. Once the callback is complete, the contract checks the new balanc-
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es and confirms that the invariant is satisfied (after adjusting for fees on the amounts paid in). If the contract does not have 
sufficient funds, it reverts the entire transaction. A user can also repay the EurekaSwap pool using the same token, rather than 
completing the swap. This is effectively the same as letting anyone flash-borrow any of assets stored in a EurekaSwap pool (for 
the same 0.30% fee as EurekaSwap charges for trading).

Deterministic pair addresses:

All EurekaSwap v2 pair contracts are instantiated by a single factory contract. EurekaSwap generates a pair contract with a 
deterministic address. This means that it is possible to calculate a pair’s address (if it exists) off-chain, without having to look at 
the chain state.

Maximum token balance:

In order to efficiently implement the oracle mechanism, EurekaSwap only support reserve balances of up to 2112 − 1. This number 
is high enough to support 18-decimal-place tokens with a totalSupply over 1 quadrillion. If either reserve balance does go above 
2112 − 1, any call to the swap function will begin to fail (due to a check in the _update() function). To recover from this situation, 
any user can call the skim() function to remove excess assets from the liquidity pool.

The Eureka Money Markets:

Introduction:

Centralized exchanges (including Bitfinex, Poloniex...) allow customers to trade blockchain assets on margin, with “borrowing 
markets” built into the exchange. These are trust-based systems (you have to trust that the exchange will not get hacked, lose 
your assets, or incorrectly close out your position), are limited to certain customer groups, and limited to a small number of (the 
most mainstream) assets. Finally, balances and positions are virtual; you cannot move a position on-chain, for example to use 
borrowed ERK or tokens in a smart contract or ICO, making these facilities inaccessible to dapps. Peer to peer protocols facilitate 
collateralized and uncollateralized loans between market participants directly. The Eureka blockchain is developing a decentral-
ized system for the frictionless borrowing of Eureka tokens without the flaws of existing approaches, enabling proper money 
markets to function, and creating a safe positive-yield approach to storing assets.

The EurekaPool Protocol:

EurekaPool is a protocol on the Eureka blockchain that establishes money markets, which are pools of assets with algorithmical-
ly derived interest rates, based on the supply and demand for the asset. Suppliers (and borrowers) of an asset interact directly 
with the protocol, earning (and paying) a floating interest rate, without having to negotiate terms such as maturity, interest rate, 
or collateral with a peer or counterparty. Each money market is unique to a Eureka asset (such as ERK, an ERC-20 stablecoin, or 
an ERC-20 utility token such), and contains a transparent and publicly-inspectable ledger, with a record of all transactions and 
historical interest rates.
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Supplying Assets:

Unlike an exchange or peer-to-peer platform, where a user’s assets are matched and lent to another user, the EurekaPool pro-
tocol aggregates the supply of each user; when a user supplies an asset, it becomes a fungible resource. This approach offers 
significantly more liquidity than direct lending; unless every asset in a market is borrowed, users can withdraw their assets at 
any time, without waiting for a specific loan to mature. Assets supplied to a market are represented by an ERC-20 token balance 
(“xToken”), which entitles the owner to an increasing quantity of the underlying asset. As the money market accrues interest, 
which is a function of borrowing demand, xTokens become convertible into an increasing amount of the underlying asset. In this 
way, earning interest is as simple as holding a ERC-20 xToken.

Primary Use Cases:

Individuals with long-term investments in ERK and tokens (“HODLers”) can use a EurekaPool money market as a source of addi-
tional returns on their investment. For example, a user that owns XUSD can supply their tokens to the EurekaPool protocol and 
earn interest (denominated in XUSD) without having to manage their asset, fulfill loan requests or take speculative risks. dApps, 
machines, and exchanges with token balances can use the EurekaPool protocol as a source of monetization and incremental 
returns by “sweeping” balances; this has the potential to unlock entirely new business models for the Eureka ecosystem.

Borrowing Assets:

EurekaPool allows users to frictionlessly borrow from the protocol, using xTokens as collateral, for use anywhere in the Eureka 
ecosystem. Unlike peer-to-peer protocols, borrowing from EurekaPool simply requires a user to specify a desired asset; there 
are no terms to negotiate, maturity dates, or funding periods; borrowing is instant and predictable. Like supplying an asset, each 
money market has a floating interest rate, set by market forces, which determines the borrowing cost for each asset.

Collateral Value:

Assets held by the protocol (represented by ownership of a xToken) are used as collateral to borrow from the protocol. Each 
market has a collateral factor, ranging from 0 to 1, that represents the portion of the underlying asset value that can be 
borrowed. Illiquid, small-cap assets have low collateral factors; they do not make good collateral, while liquid, high-cap assets 
have high collateral factors. The sum of the value of an accounts underlying token balances, multiplied by the collateral factors, 
equals a user’s borrowing capacity. Users can borrow up to, but not exceeding, their borrowing capacity, and an account can take 
no action (borrow, transfer xToken collateral, or redeem xToken collateral) that would raise the total value of borrowed assets 
above their borrowing capacity; this protects the protocol from default risk.
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Risk & Liquidation:

If the value of an account’s borrowing outstanding exceeds their borrowing capacity, a portion of the outstanding borrowing may be repaid in 
exchange for the user’s xToken collateral, at the current market price minus a liquidation discount; this incentivizes an ecosystem of arbitra-
geurs to quickly step in to reduce the borrower’s exposure and eliminate the protocol’s risk. The proportion eligible to be closed, a close factor, 
is the portion of the borrowed asset that can be repaid, and ranges from 0 to 1. The liquidation process may continue to be called until the 
user’s borrowing is less than their borrowing capacity. Any Eureka address that possesses the borrowed asset may invoke the liquidation func-
tion, exchanging their asset for the borrower’s xToken collateral. As both users, both assets, and prices are all contained within the EurekaPool 
protocol, liquidation is frictionless and does not rely on any outside systems or order-books.

Interest Rate Model:

Rather than individual suppliers or borrowers having to negotiate over terms and rates, the EurekaPool protocol utilizes an interest rate model 
that achieves an interest rate equilibrium, in each money market, based on supply and demand. Following economic theory, interest rates (the 
“price” of money) should increase as a function of demand; when demand is low, interest rates should be low, and vice versa when demand is 
high.

Implementation & Architecture:
 
At its core, a EurekaPool money market is a ledger that allows Eureka accounts to supply or borrow assets, while computing interest, a function 
of time. The protocol’s smart contracts will be publicly accessible and completely free to use for machines, dapps and humans.


